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ZEN 10 MIN VEGAN REVOLUTION è is a fantastic scented permenting and semi-permanent hair 

colouring cream, with vegetable amino acids (vegetable keratin) and without ammonia and 

paraphenylenediamine. Its innovative formulation, unique in the world, offers an application in 

record time, with extraordinary performances: 100% white hair coverage, maximum coloring power, 

long-lasting color and reflection, bright and uniform colors, lightening up to 3/4 tones. Hair will be bright, 

regenerated and protected. Extremely gentle on scalp and hair. It offers a pleasant experience in the 

salon thanks to its particular fragrance. The absence of ammonia fumes allows to hairstylist and 

customers to operate in maximum comfort and safety. Amazing results in just 10 minutes.

Born from research laboratories

of Sinergy Cosmetics
the new coloring cream

with its special fragrance
and the unique formulation in the world,

which ensures:

rich, intense and vibrant colors <
  coverage 100% white hair <

perfect seal and stability <
skin and hair protection <

excellent gloss <
soft, healthy and full-bodied hair <

exceptional fragrance <
delicate and highly performing <
shutter speed: only 10 minutes <

26 mixable shades <

MAGNIFICENT PERFORMANCE

IN EXTREMELY REDUCED TIME.

WITH ZEN 10 VEGAN,

YOU CAN A SMARTER
JOB IN THE SALON

AND SATISFY MORE CUSTOMERS

IN ONE DAY!

GUARANTEED HAPPINESS 

AND WELLNESS!

Customers have 

brilliant and fast results.

They will gain

more free time,

leaving the salon

fully satisfied.
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NATURALI / NATURAL 

CENERE / ASH 

DORATO / GOLDEN

RAME / COPPER 

3/01/0 4/0 5/0

6/0 7/0 8/0 9/0

black

5/1
light ash chestnut

7/1
ash blonde

5/3
light golden chestnut

7/3
golden blonde

9/3
very light golden blonde

9/1
very light ash blonde

6/4
dark copper blonde

8/4
light copper blonde

dark blonde blond light blonde very light blonde

dark chestnut chestnut light chestnut

veganvegan
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ROSSI / RED

MOGANO / MAHOGANY

VIOLA / VIOLET 

MARRONI FREDDI / COLD BROWN 

MARRONI/ BROWN

7/71
durmast

9/71
maple

5/71
wenge

5/2
light violet chestnut

4/7
coffee

6/7
cocoa

8/7
walnut

5/5
light mahogany chestnut

5/6
light red chestnut

7/6
red blonde



info@sinergycosmetics.it

via larga 53 - 47843 Misano Adriatico (RN) - Italy - t. +39 0541 616322

www.sinergycosmetics.it Sinergy Cosmetics sinergycosmetics_italia 

find out more of zen...


